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 “Ever tried, ever failed, no matter. 
Try again, fail again. Fail better.” 
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I know my soul came from Ireland. 
A misty land looking peaceful sometimes. 
A strange thing happened to me, my memories of 
some ancient time brought me back to this green 
country. 
 
I am a more simple woman than I thought. “No 
coward soul is mine”. My life has been a search of 
my own land and I know that Ireland is my soul’s 
country. 
 
I was brought up as a Christian and a Christian I 
shall remain. Those Celtic deities, those ancient laws 
are mine. Then, I used to be a poet of this land. 
 
If some day, the writer in me is approved by the 
people of another country, I am sure that I will try to 
settle myself in this area nearby the Atlantic Ocean, 
not far from Errislannan, not far from the place my 
soul remembers. 
 
Connemara is just what sounds for me a land of 
freedom. Not “a terrible beauty” as the poet thought. 
Something different, precious as a secret, the secret 
of my soul. 
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The rocky beach 

 
 
It is a wild beach on the south coast. 
Pebbles and seaweeds are flirting alone. 
On the other side, I can reach some sandy white 
beaches but here, everything is just a mess of the 
tide. 
 
At Mannin Bay, I will arrive on a misty day, where 
the sea is mingled with the sky of childhood. 
No laws, no duties can spare the wild, not even the 
song of the sea to quiet my mind. 
A lonely impulse of God’s heart makes me feel at 
home in this restless land. 
 
Errislannan is the land of Saint Flannan. 
The holy well brings water to the earth. 
A three acts tragedy can always appear. 
A cloudy scenery may arise at anytime. 
 
In this green sea and grey foggy sky, 
I will sail away from Boat Harbour and make my 
way through the Atlantic Ocean. 
If I reach an island not far from Errislannan, 
I will pray the god of Saint Flannan. 
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Saint Flannan’s Cemetery 

 
 
I will always walk around St Flannan’s Cemetery 
nearby the lake of the restless shadows.  
I will drop a coin of two pence in the holy well and I 
will make a wish. 
A wish of freedom for the soul of every Irish man: 
the Coneelys, the Kings, the Flahertys, all those 
souls may rest quietly.  
On the lake, I will row a little boat to catch every 
shadow that cannot find peace. 
My country is Errislannan, my countrymen are those 
restless souls. 
I will wait till sunset is down and expect the night 
watching all those souls dancing on an Irish tune. A 
dance of the holy ghosts, a dance of the happy 
faithful departed.  
Don’t tell me I am wrong, don’t say that I am mad. I 
know the soul survives and I wait till my own death 
to rest in peace with those few souls. 
I will always walk around St Flannan’s Cemetery 
until I die.   
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Boat Harbour 
 

 
On the west coast of a small peninsula, a little 
harbour is nested in a pram of land.   
A lonely boat of a lonely fisherman seems far away 
in the mists.  
Big rocks and green lands come to watch the sun 
somewhere along Cleggan’s coast. 
One or two gentle cottages face the sun coming 
down and some wretched ruins cry over their past. 
The lighthouse is a glimpse through eternity. 
A baronet’s mansion stands to the west, three hands 
trying to reach the grey sky above. 
Little harbour of Errislannan lost in the haze of a 
lonely land. 
I wish I could tell you what was before that wild 
liberty. 
Maybe a picture of simple fragility. 
No man will ever go fishing along that coast. 
The harbour is left to perfect melancholia. 
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Willie Macdonagh 
 
 
Willie is an Irish countryman 
A gentleman from Errislannan 
He goes all around Connemara 
In a kind of yellow cab  
Changing the wires somewhere 
Cutting the grass elsewhere 
Farming the land anywhere 
 
A bachelor he might be 
A man who enjoys his solitude 
Known everywhere as a hard worker  
He has a solution for every kind of trouble 
If you ever meet him, there‘s no problem at all 
 
I wish, I were such a jolly good fellow 
A friend to each man in this land 
A blessed hearty guy to everyone in need 
A son for his mother left alone somehow 
A good brother soul to humankind who cares 
A simple Irish man from Errislannan 
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Sunset in Errislannan 

 
 
 
It was such an unusual warm night 
The grey sky of Connemara turned blue 
I climbed on top of a hill near the south west point, 
there lay a green prairie entangled with the breath of 
the wind 
Around mid evening the sun went down over some 
mingled islands on the quiet sea bellow 
I raised my hands to pray god all mighty 
Straight ahead of me, my mind travelled to the 
American countries of the west land 
Some cows came to meet me wondering who this 
foreign human might be 
I stayed still, the sun went down in his red starry 
coat upon the wild land around 
A lonely boat sailed away to reach Clifden’s harbour 
I became so lively and witnessed nature of God’s 
creation cheering me 
Pray that I will always come back to Errislannan to 
join this warning sun going down the sea 
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The Holy knight 
 
 

I have seen many horses pacing up and down in lovely green 
lands. 
They seemed so free, free to jump or to run across the 
prairies. 
Nearby the lake some water lilies of yellow flowers and huge 
green leaves made a carpet along the stream. 
I saw in my dream a beautiful knight standing up with his 
amour coming straight out of a medieval age.   
Was he a Celtic king with a silver sword? An Irish Lancelot 
trying to take off the sword from the lady of the lake near the 
holy well? 
But he wasn’t a knight, he was the saint himself praying and 
purifying the land with the water of the well.  
As I touched his robe, I knelt down, grace was upon me. 
He just poured some holy water on my head and I felt as a 
new born Christian after a long walk in a desert land. Peace 
was on me, love spread out overwhelming my wounded 
heart. 
I woke up suddenly and thought my visions were wrong. But 
I became a knight of the Lord, a searcher of the Holy Grail, a 
mind blessed by the Saint in the kingdom of Errislannan.  
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The wing 
 
 
Once two airmen coming from Newfoundland crossed the 
Atlantic Ocean and landed close to Errislannan.  
They did not foresee their death, not even meet their fate in 
this Connemara’s landscape.   
They were crazy, a bit mad to throw themselves in such a 
dangerous and lonely adventure. 
I suppose “we are all born mad but some remain so”. 
They were Alcock and Brown and the wing of Errislannan 
reminds us of their foolish audacity. 
If some day, I’ll meet my destiny somewhere among the grey 
sky above. 
 I’ll fly to Errislannan and crash my maddening vision against 
the wing on top of the hill. 
My will after I am gone will say that I’d like to be buried in 
Saint Flannan’sCemetery nearby the lake and the water lilies.  
Those few words are to be carved on my grave: “here lies a 
fool who never lived properly until she died suddenly one day 
of spring.” 
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The cottage 
 

 
I will come back to Errislannan’s cottage 
It is a little cottage by the Atlantic Ocean hidden in the hole 
of a green flowered hill. 
Built in grey granite heavy stones drawn from the land. 
It seems to live its own life at peace with nature, deserted 
most of the time of the year, going its own way. 
It becomes lively when summertime arrives. 
A few strangers simply lost in solitude find peace and stop 
the running time for a while. 
Nobody cares about their possible existence. 
They feel free in this wild Connemara’s landscape. 
I arrived at the cottage on a dark misty day. 
I was so delighted with it that tears came to my cheeks. 
Mannin Bay, the peninsula of Ballyconneely with sandy 
white beaches and far away the lighthouse to warn the sailors 
not to enter this bay protected by Saint Flannan. 
A man built this cottage for lonely souls. 
Ireland will always offer a break to those who are tired of 
living in dreadful cities where humans struggle for life and 
money.  
When I am old, I will come back to this little cottage 
somewhere in Errislannan. 
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The fields 
 
 
 
Purple clovers’ flowers and buttercups are playing in 
those green lands of Saint Flannan. 
Big granite rocks protect them from human pace. 
Some cows or horses should eat them some day. 
Daisies are lost among ferns and heathers. 
Dandelions and white clovers are mingled with 
bog’s cotton flowers dancing in the wind. 
Over the hedge of granite stones lies down the 
turquoise ocean. 
High waves and low waves follow the rhythm of the 
moon and the sun goes down on the west point of 
the land. 
I shall make with those flowers a bouquet for my 
cottage. 
On stormy days the fields will be drowned by the sea 
and then everything will turn grey in the land of 
Saint Flannan. 
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Song of the pebbles 
 

 
I could never count how many pebbles are drowned and 
rolled by the tides in the peninsula of Errislannan. All kind, 
all size they are, and I could play all day long skipping stones 
in the ocean. They would ripple on the smooth surface of the 
sea and I would sing for you a nursery rhyme while I am 
rolling on. 
 
Ten little pebbles were rolling down the sea on a small island. 
One little pebble was brought  home by a child then they 
were nine little pebbles rolling on. 
 
Nine little pebbles went swimming on a sunny day. One little 
pebble was swallowed by a big whale then they were eight 
little pebbles rolling on. 
 
Eight little pebbles dried themselves on a beach. One little 
pebble had a burn out then they were seven little pebbles 
rolling on. 
 
Seven little pebbles were playing in a monkey tree. One little 
pebble jumped from a branch and broke its neck then they 
were six little pebbles rolling on. 
 
Six little pebbles played bowling on the beach. One little 
pebble lost its head then they were five little pebbles rolling 
on. 
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Five little pebbles made a difficult jigsaw puzzle. One little 
pebble wanted to see the lighthouse but disappeared in the 
wild sea, then they were four little pebbles rolling on. 
 
Four little pebbles were making a fine wall to park the horses 
in the field. One little pebble played football with a pony and 
was sent across the ocean then they were three little pebbles 
rolling on. 
 
Three little pebbles were praying near the well of Saint 
Flannan. One little pebble fell down the well and was surely 
drowned then they were two little pebbles rolling on. 
 
Two little pebbles decided to marry themselves in the church 
of Errislannan. One little pebble arrived too late, the other 
had hung itself while waiting then one little pebble was 
rolling on. 
 
One little pebble felt so lonely that it decided to join the 
others in heaven and then they were none.  
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Little lanes 
 
 

We took the main lane to reach Errislannan then 
they are grassy lanes to join the harbour, a little lane 
to get to our cottage and a few more to make a tour 
of Saint Flannan’s land. 
Nearby, below or up the lanes, horses are scattered 
in green fields and cattle are pacing up and down 
quietly. 
Some people are walking on those lanes others are 
running, a few are riding bikes and most of them are 
using cars to go from one side of the peninsula to the 
other side. 
We usually say that all roads lead to Roma but this 
motto doesn’t fit for this country because every lane 
brings you to rocky beaches nearby the Atlantic 
Ocean.  
I wish that I could walk at night-time to enjoy a 
starry sky and watch far away Slyne Head’s 
lighthouse with its two clicks  and fifteen seconds of 
darkness. 
At night, on a bright sky, I saw Cassiopeia just 
above the cottage and the big chariot enlightened the 
north west sky of Errislannan. I wish that around 
midnight, I was strolling nearby the lake of the 
restless shadows and entered the peaceful cemetery 
of Saint Flannan. Beside the holy well, I will face at 
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moonlight my true soul. I Hope that what I see is its 
essence. I Hope that my soul has the beauty of the 
gentle touch of God in me. 
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The true land of ‘Jonathan Seagull’ 
 
 
I am nearly quite sure that Jonathan Seagull was 
born in Errislannan. 
He was a devoted friend of the sea trying to find the 
limit of high speed’s flight. 
Flying around the land of Saint Flannan, he was 
teaching a few other seagulls what he had discovered 
between Mannin Bay and Clifden Bay. 
He taught those happy few that: “there is no limit” 
and that even a simple seagull can reach the highest 
speed and make magnificent loops in every coloured 
sky. 
Jonathan was right in a way, what seems impossible 
for those who never watch the sky and keep 
themselves on the ground of cows, is possible for 
those who like fools stand in the border of what is 
possible or not.  
This prince of the ocean wanted to reach perfection 
in its flight. I think he did approach it and came back 
as a brighter soul showing the way for a few mad 
birds searching for something different. 
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The teacher of the land 
 
  

 
I met John Folan in some field of Errislannan. 
He gave me a hay-fork and taught me how to use it. 
First thing was to enter the hay as gently as a knife 
in the butter, then lift the hay-fork in the air and 
bring it to the basement of the future hay-stack that 
he used to call cock. 
The man made me turn around this hay’s castle to 
raise it higher and higher toward the sky. Then with 
a long rake, I had to polish my masterpiece 
removing softly some wild hay. In the end, there was 
no better man than me and I felt proud working like 
an Irish countryman. The hay’s work was done like 
in the old way. I was at that moment brought back in 
nineteen-sixteen but it was not on a bloody Sunday, 
it was just a simple Friday of two thousand thirteen. 
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The butterfly 
 
 
Little butterfly from Errislannan, rely a moment on 
my hand then you won’t touch the land. You can 
express freedom to man. Life could be easier for 
human, no need to earn money or work all day, just 
flying around to find his way.  
Little butterfly from Errislannan, those flowers you 
love to meet, you wouldn’t be so happy if you were 
in need. 
Man thinks of death and you don’t care a damn. Life 
is simpler when you never ask a thing. Let 
humankind wonder how you can live so lightly. 
The more we do, the more we loose that’s our 
destiny. 
I wish I were a little butterfly from Errislannan and 
then I would fly around all day long, never asking 
why?  
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Birds 
 
At night-time swallows fly away, they turn around 
us just above our heads making loops and going in 
all directions. 
Some crows like rooks, jackdaws and magpies seem 
looking for food near the ocean. 
At Mannin Bay, sparrows are resting on electric 
wires gathering for a moment then flying somewhere 
else. 
I thought I saw some starlings searching insects for 
dinner and seagulls often cross the bay flying on 
their own. 
Wood-pigeons stop in little woods nearby the lake of 
Saint Flannan. Some ducks meet them and small 
ones try to hide themselves in the reeds, not far from 
the water lilies on the borders of the lake of the 
restless souls in late evening. 
Do those birds belong to the peninsula? 
Yes, they seem to enjoy their freedom in this almost 
island. 
I am sure they will come back to Errislannan. 
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The man of thy dream 

 
 
I remember a gentleman from Errislannan, I saw 
once in my awakened dream. 
Was he a knight wearing a silver armour or a lonely 
countryman farming the land? 
Was he dealing with monsters from the ocean or just 
fishing near the coast in a little boat? 
My visions were not as clear as they should be, I 
could not see his face shadowed by suntan. 
Did I meet him a thousand years ago or was it 
yesterday by the holy well of Saint Flannan? 
Was his name John, Michael, Ryan or Sean? 
I could not say… but I remember his soul, simple, 
bright, airy and over all, loving. 
A soul blessed by Saint Flannan himself. 
He once killed the dragon of the lake so that the 
Saint could build the church of God. 
Today, he is just a man teaching children the 
beauties of the land they live in. 
He is thy loving man from Errislannan. 
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A cottage’s party 
 
Yesterday at night-time, we all gathered at Willie’s. 
There were a few Irish and some foreigners on 
holiday. 
The meal was quite elaborated with monk fish, 
ratatouille, smoked salmon on toasts and as dessert a 
floating island. 
We had wines, beers and crémant from Burgundy. 
Everyone seemed happy, lively and genuine.  
A little story occurred before dinner about the 
dessert. 
We had no cooking tool to bring up white eggs as 
compact as we needed them to be. I went to 
Margaret’s and even there, things weren’t working. 
Finally, she gave me some new eggs, fresh and nice 
from her farm, I mixed them properly with salt and 
all went well. It was just fun and an unpredictable 
event and I was pleased to be guided by this gentle 
woman. 
The party went on, kids were playing around the 
cottage and adults were drinking too much, laughing 
quite happily. Willie was such a jolly good fellow as 
usual, Michéal was keeping himself to its stout and 
Grace spoke French trying to understand the way a 
floating island was made. Thomas was fascinated by 
aïoli and mother showed him how to make it. Father 
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was wondering himself why Irish countrymen 
should be interested in French cooking sauce. 
It was a lovely feast blessed by Saint Flannan in the 
beautiful land of Errislannan. 
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My way 
 
It was on a sunny day of July that I met my shadow nearby 
the lake of Saint Flannan. She was walking ahead and 
wandering alone lost in her thoughts. 
What is a man without his ghost? 
Something wrong, something stranger to himself, a soul 
without a body. 
My dark side is never completely black; of course, there is 
always a weird impulse of choosing a different way, the road 
that nobody wants to take even in dream, the way you have 
chosen to follow at a crossroad of life, the genuine way of the 
soul. 
Angry I feel sometimes against humankind, especially when 
someone orders me to fit like others but I am not to be fitted 
anywhere. I don’t want to be a square among big holes or a 
circle head among square heads but I cannot help it. 
I want to be the guide of my own fate and if others 
disapproved of me, I don’t care a damn. 
For the cheering crowd, I’ll be the mad of the game, the fool 
living at the border of the world. I will accept my destiny as a 
bet and if I feel sometimes alone, I will share my solitude 
with God, the god of Saint Flannan, the holy spirit of my 
soul. I assume that I am the fool on a hill in Errislannan. 
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The church 
 
“Onward, Christian soldiers, 
Marching as to war, 
With the cross of Jesus, 
Going on before” 
 
That’s what I felt as I sat down on a white bench 
nearby some stained-glasses wearing two celtic 
crosses. 
Soon we were eleven and we prayed the Lord to 
have mercy on us. 
One Christian asked for silence and we remained so 
but as strange as it was, we were not alone. God was 
with us. 
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*Anam Cara1 
 
 
“May God be with you” and “may God and Mary be with 
you”. 
I thought I found a brother soul but it was not true. 
Somewhere in a desert land as I was thirsty, I met the brother 
of every soul, his name was Jesus. 
My love is overwhelming but I find hard to forgive those, 
who trespass and I find even more difficult to forgive myself. 
I am an angry woman. Since I was born, I was a rebel soul. 
Who cares about my existence, sometimes I doubt myself that 
I even exist. Maybe there is no brother soul, it is just a dream, 
a dream of a country of land and honey, a paradise lost…I 
feel that I look like Lilith. The woman who told Adam that he 
was not on the right level and that he could not set her free. 
So she went on her own and in desert land, she flew away. 
Away to find something more precious than a cheering 
crowd, something called liberty. Freedom is to be separated 
from the flock, solitude is its best friend and in solitude alone, 
human discovers God and feels reunited again in the infinity 
of the universe. Anam Cara is an ideal, the vision of being 
God’s image, the imprint of God in the soul. 
 
 

 
 
 

                                                 
1 Anam Cara: brother soul 
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Errislannan 

Land 
Errislannan 

Don’t give a damn 
Errislannan 
On my mind 
Errislannan 
Three hands 
Errislannan 

Saint Flannan 
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Margaret Macdonagh 
 
 
 
She is a reserved woman, a bit shy with a huge heart. 
She is a gentle woman, loved by her brood, a woman 
from Errislannan, a kind grand mother for her grand 
children. 
She makes no fuss at all. 
She is like she’s always been, good, sweet, and 
tender as the bread she cooks. 
A beautiful soul blessed by Saint Flannan.  
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A new church 
 
It was on a grey hazy morning and I walked by the 
lake. Then looking up in the cloudy sky, I thought 
that I’d seen a gentle figure staring at me. I couldn’t 
believe it,  it seemed weird. Saint Flannan appeared 
quite clearly and said: “Little soul, rebuild my 
church, my abbey must stand to the west.” Was I 
dreaming? I wanted to flee and turned backward but 
the Saint called me again:”Little soul, rebuild my 
church. ” I was suddenly brought back in the seven 
century and I saw a lonely chapel standing toward 
the sea. As I came to the well, I saw on the surface 
of the water, the holy spirit of the Saint who said: 
“Little soul, rebuild my church and I will protect this 
land of mine.” Words came to me: “I don’t know 
how to do it…” And then, I heard within me:” Call 
the Macdonaghs, the Folans, the Kings and the 
O’Malleys, they will know what to do.” I wondered 
alone if I could tell anyone about those inner voices 
and I finally decided that I would tell the 
Macdonaghs about them. As I was going back on my 
way home, the motto was still in my mind: “Little 
soul, rebuild my church.” This happened in July two 
thousand thirteen and I was in Errislannan. 
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Land and People 
 

Grey 
Green 
Blue 

Turquoise 
 

The ocean in Errislannan 
 

Grey 
Blue 

Yellow 
Red 

Tangerine 
 

The sky in Errislannan 
 

Green 
White 
Yellow 
Purple 

 
The fields in Errislannan 

 
Brown 
Grey 
Black 
White 
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The horses in Errislannan 

 
White 
Black 
Brown 
Red 
Gold 

 
The people in Errislannan 
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Bird and insect 
 
 
Grass and grasshopper were living in harmony but 
then came a crow and it swallowed the grasshopper, 
afterwards the bird flew away toward another field. 
The flower found a bumble bee, a jackdaw came in 
the prairie and took away the bumble bee. 
A wasp came in the land flying from clovers to 
daisies; a sparrow came around and ate the wasp 
without mercy. 
A bee came in the field searching for a land of 
honey; a swallow looking for some food devoured 
the gentle bee. 
 
Things like that happen anytime and anywhere, the 
bird has no pity for the insect. Even in the land of 
Saint Flannan, the big animal is a predator for the 
little one. 
 
A land of freedom is always a struggle for life. 
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My family 
 

Where is my daughter, Clementine? 
Lost and gone for ever from this wild land. 
 
Where is my son, Nils? 
He is having a bath at sunset at Ardmore Beach. 
 
Where is my husband, Bertrand? 
He is playing golf at Ballyconneely. 
 
Where is my mum, Anne? 
She is picking flowers near the holy well. 
 
Where is my Dad, Mark? 
He is walking along the pebbles’ beach to the west. 
 
Where is my sister, Elizabeth? 
She is climbing a summit of the Twelve Pins. 
 
Where is my nephew Peter? 
He is learning English with an Irish boy. 
 
And I, where do I stand in my family? 
I am on the edge of two different worlds, the ancient 
Celtic land of Errislannan and the time being. 
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Song of the haycocks 

 
Nineteen little haycocks standing in a field, a king on his 
horse enters the fine prairie, the horse begins to jump over the 
nice haycocks; wasn’t it a weird thing for a king with a 
sword? 
 
The queen came there and after eating bread and honey, the 
page arrived with its dog playing at hide and seek, when the 
queen went away the cocks begin to dance; wasn’t it a funny 
thing to see nearby the sea? 
 
The sun came in the field looking for the moonlight, the sea 
drowned all the haycocks leaving little pebbles, when the 
wind blew the cocks and let them fly away; wasn’t it a 
strange thing to see in the prairie? 
 
Mummy called for me as I ran all about, daddy did the 
cooking among the burnt haycocks, when the meal was 
ready, we gathered all around; wasn’t it a stupid thing among 
my family? 
 
Willie came with Michéal to remove the haycocks, Grace and 
Halva joined them helping to tidy there, when Saint Flannan 
appeared, they all began to pray; wasn’t it a mystic song to 
say before the Saint? 
 
Saint Flannan was on his way to found a fine abbey, he chose 
this wild land to build a great chapel, when people came 
around helping him somehow; wasn’t it a crooked house in 
all Errislannan? 
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Bog cotton Flower 
 
 
Bog cotton flower all over the land, sweet, nice and 
tender, sliding in my hand. 
 
Bog cotton flower flowing in the wind, every time I 
wonder why you like to swing. 
 
Bog cotton flower breathing in the field, you have 
that power to catch my eyes in need. 
 
Bog cotton flower, I’ll remember thee, when I am 
over, I’ll fly in the breeze 
 
Bog cotton flower, life is all a dream, dancing in the 
water, you cover the stream. 
 
Bog cotton flower, Saint Flannan agrees by the holy 
well  to be at peace with thee. 
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Summertime 
 

Summer 
I care 

When you’ll be there 
To be anywhere 

I don’t know where 
Singing elsewhere 
For those who were 
Dying somewhere 

 
Summer 

I care 
But you won’t dare 
To stop the affair 

Of a couple lost there 
At Errislannan’s fair 

Running all around and stare 
At the tide being on welfare 
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The holy well 
 
I threw a two pence’s coin of silver in the holy well 
of Saint Flannan then I made a wish, a wish of 
freedom for the land and the people of Errislannan. 
 
*“Dia dhuit” and “Dia is muire dhuit”. 
That is the Trinitarian pattern running through Celtic 
prayers in the sacred three. 
 
 
 
 *Irish words for: may God be with you and may 
God and Mary be with you. 
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At Paddy Coyne’s pub 

 
To the poet Eamon Grennan 

 
 

At Paddy Coyne’s pub 
I am “out of breath” 

In warm comfort 
I met a poet of Ireland 

A soul of thy land 
A Yeats’ bard brought back 

From a long journey to America 
“Steady now” my mind 

“Although things vanish, are what mark our 
vanishing” 

“The search” for the Holy Grail in the land of Saint 
Flannan, nearby the lake of the restless shadows 
stands the well of that blessed man, not far away 

from Slyne Head lies down the peninsula of 
Errislannan. 
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Blue augur 
 
 

Blue sky 
Blue ocean 

 
Green land 
Green heart 

 
Brown rock 

Brown seaweed 
 

Yellow buttercup 
Yellow sun 

 
Purple flower 
Purple soul 

 
White seagull 
White virgin 

 
Grey, granite stone 
Grey, misty mind 

 
Tangerine, passion for Ireland 
Tangerine, darling Clementine 
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Irish Celtic tune brought back by the wind 

 
On a sunny morning, the wind brought me a voice 
from the reeds telling me the story of Saint Flannan. 
Here is what the voice said: 
“I came on a boat and landed at Mannin Bay. When 
I passed Slyne Head’s lighthouse, I discovered green 
prairies. I explored the countryside trying to find 
water. I arrived near a lake, there was a well and I 
decided to stop 
there. My companions were exhausted, hungry and 
thirsty. I asked God to give us our daily bread, 
praying with all my strength. We were blessed and 
the land became a land of plenty. Later on, God 
appeared in my dream asking me to build his church. 
We set ourselves at work for the sake of our souls. In 
a few years, the chapel and the dormitory were 
erected. My folks and I were living quite lightly, 
praying, eating what we found and drinking from 
our well. When people heard of our settlement, they 
started to come and visit us at the chapel praying 
with us. As I was trying to do the will of my beloved 
Lord, someone brought me a cripple on a bunk. A 
woman told me that I could heal her son if I wanted 
to. I replied hat I was only a man in search of the 
father in heaven and that I had no power to heal 
people but as she insisted I tried to reassure her. I 
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retired alone with the boy and started praying with 
all my faith the Lord. Undoubtly, the Holy Spirit 
came upon me and then I saw the boy standing up in 
front of me, happy and grateful. I knew then that 
God had all power in heaven and on earth and that 
surely he had heard my prayers. The boy and the 
mother returned to the city telling everyone their 
story. Since this event, more and more people came 
to the abbey of the Lord, praying with us and 
drinking water from our well. One day, long after 
that story, a member of the Catholic Church of 
Ireland decided that I should be made a saint but I 
can tell you that I was not as holy as people thought; 
I was only a man trying to do the will of God. When 
I died, I was buried in the chapel and soon after my 
death; people came on pilgrimage in my land. They 
called it Errislannan. 
This is my story, the story of a man trying to do 
some good in the land of Ireland.” 
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Sing a song 
 

Sing a song 
Of the reeds lying down below 

 
Sing a song 

Of the flowers turning their head toward the sun 
 

Sing a song 
Of the pebbles protecting the land of man 

 
Sing a song 

Of the rocks drawing the coast line 
 

Sing a song 
Of the white beach reflecting the Virgin Mary 

 
Sing a song 

Of the ocean flowing to the west 
 

Sing a song 
Of Saint Flannan praying for the poors 

 
Sing a song 

Of thy love in heaven and in earth 
 

Sing a song 
Of the friendship called Anam Cara 

 
Sing a song 

Of my heart finding at home in Errislannan 
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The cottage left to itself 
 
Near the beach of Ardmore stands an odd cottage. 
I wondered more than once where was the owner of 
the house. Has he gone for ever to find a better 
place? The old red car parked in the yard is a wretch. 
I can see through the windowpane such a mess. Plate 
unfinished, clothes scattered everywhere. Is he a 
bachelor left to himself somehow? The cottage 
seems abandoned. The grass is uncut, brambles 
cover hydrangeas and reeds are going all wild 
around the land. I thought that I had met the owner 
one day on the road to Clifden hitchhiking to go to 
O’Malleys or Mannion’s pub. I saw him drinking 
too much Guinness and walking back staggering 
along the street until a taxi driver brought him back 
safe to his cottage in Errislannan. 
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A bath at Ardmore’s Beach 
 
 
When the tide was at high wave 
I went to swim to cross Mannin Bay 
I reached Slyne Head’s lighthouse  
And I felt astounded by the beauty around me. 
 
The lighthouse warns the boat not to come too near 
the coast of Errislannan’s peninsula. I wish I could 
be a lighthouse for mankind just to show people 
which direction we have to take.  
But I cannot pretend to be such a bright soul, only 
Saint Flannan can teach the people the way to follow 
and the story of this land. He is the holy Saint of 
God in heaven and because he chose this almost 
island to live in, he will for ever protect all the souls 
who ask to be cared of. 
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Nursery rhyme 
 
 

White butterfly flowing on orchids 
Red butterfly watching purple clovers 

Orange butterfly flying around buttercups 
 

I am as white as a lovely daisy 
I am as red as the blood running 
I am as orange as a tangerine tree 

 
White butterfly tell me a freak story 
Red butterfly show me the sky above 

Orange butterfly give me a Clementine to eat 
 

White butterfly 
Red butterfly 

Orange butterfly 
In green western Ireland nestled 
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Moon 
 

Moon 
Sparkling on the ocean at night 

Twinkling an eye to flirt with man 
 

Moon 
Late, clumsy often incomplete 

Switching of the stars to inhabit the sky 
 

Moon 
Lighthouse of the wild lands 

Growing full when you are happy 
 

Moon 
Let’s have a date tomorrow at noon 

You seem so moody, I miss you 
 

Moon 
Orange, white and green 
Banner of the Irish nation 

 
Moon 

Pathetic, crying like a babe 
Artistic, like a smart child 

 
Moon 

Desperately in love with thyself 
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Never showing your dark face to man 
 

Moon 
Sometime blond as a lovely maid 

Sometime red as a devil witch 
Sometime grey as an old lady 

 
Moon 

Wearing a milky dress for your lover 
Keeping yourself always on the stage 

 
Moon 

Dumb witness in the presence of man 
Making love to every sailor lost at sea 
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Fool Donkey 
 

I met a loony donkey 
Walking down a lane 

 
I met a nice fairy 

Nearby the little lake 
 

I met a lonely donkey 
Looking at the moon 

 
I met the holy Saint 
Praying by his well 

 
I met a stupid donkey 

Crying for thistles 
 

I met a milky angel 
Talking with the Saint 

 
I met a sorry donkey 
Lost among the stars 

 
I met a soul somehow 

In the land of Saint Flannan 
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“Lascia ch’io pianga” 
 

Let me cry alone 
And let my tears be gone with the wind 

 
Let me cry sometime 

And let my love bless your soul 
 

Let me cry for the past 
And let my memories write a poem 

 
Let me cry for the future 

And let me die on a misty day 
 

Let me cry for humankind 
And let my voice call your name 

 
Let me cry when I am old 

And let my will express my wilderness 
 

Let me cry when I die 
And let my body be buried 

 
Let me cry in the after life 

And let my soul join heaven 
 

Let me cry for thy love 
And let the true God be on your side 

 
Let me cry for my child 

She is gone and lost for ever 
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Green 
 

Green the land of Errislannan 
Green my heart in this country 

Green the ocean salty and sparkling 
Green my love for Saint Flannan 
Green I feel on a starry lovely night 
Green the shamrock of Ireland 

Green my dress for the party tonight 
Green thy soul awakened by the moon 

Green I will be at the hour of death 
Green the graveyard I shall be buried in 

Green the hope of the Irish people 
Green the cottage reflecting itself in the sea 

Green thy freedom searching eternal life 
Green of anger, I am in early morning 

Green the people coming from the other world 
Green the horses pacing up and down in the prairie 

Green the poet painting this peninsula 
Green the reeds, green the weeds, green the birds 
Green the lighthouse of Slyne Head at midnight 

Green, green and green in my lying bed 
Green the cross of Jesus, son of God 

Green the tissue when my tears come down 
Green the beautiful hair of a mermaid 
Green my pathetic unknown poems 

Green the gentle lady running down the lane 
Green, green always green lasting for ever 
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“Emigration road” 
 
Homesick are those emigrants… 
From the seven century until today, Irish people went away 
from their land and home. They went for many reasons: 
famine, hunger, to find a better life in the land of milk and 
honey they thought America to be. They went on ships 
overcrowded, dying before they could reach this new land. 
Once a family of six children and the parents sailed away 
towards North America. The parents died and then the 
children died one by one. They were thrown in the ocean 
without funeral. The priests on board were so busy that they 
couldn’t pray for every soul. When finally the survivors 
reached the American coast, they discovered that the land of 
plenty was wild, dangerous and so wide that no one could 
meet a soul at ten miles around. The emigrants were therefore 
thrown in shanty slums and big cities not even able to find a 
job to earn money. So they missed Ireland, their lands, their 
cottages, the bogs and the turf, the fields with horses and 
cattle, the warm nice turf’s fire where they used to gather 
around. They had no choice and they worked hard to rise up 
in the American society, finally enjoying respectable status 
but they always thought of the lost country. Some of them 
became very rich and among them some tried to return to 
Ireland. But when they were back, they knew not a soul, their 
parents had died and their cousins did not recognise them. 
They were strangers in their own land. 
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The composer 
 

Homage to Linda Buckley 
 

Music in her blood 
Music as he danced 

Music and dance on the world’s stage 
Music in the church 
Dance for thy God 

Music and dance like a requiem 
Music in her mind 

Dance as making love 
Music and dance for the holy soul 

Music transfigured at night 
Dance suspending the running time 

Music and dance at the crossroad of life 
Music from Ireland 

Dance like an Irish man 
Music and dance in the land of Saint Flannans 
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A prayer to Saint Flannan 
  
 
Holy Saint Flannan, protector of the land of 
Errislannan, guardian of the people of the peninsula, 
I wish I will come back to thy land. 
I wish my prayers will reach you. 
My soul seems to feel at home here. 
Whenever I pray near your holy well, remember me 
those words: “May God be with you and may God, 
Mary and Saint Patrick be with you. May God, 
Mary, Saint Patrick and Saint Flannan be with you 
and may God, Mary, St Patrick, St Flannan and Saint 
Brendan be with you…” 
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The Celtic cross 
 
On top of a hill stands the cross of Saint Flannan. 
On top of the hill, the landscape turned to the west 
countries. 
On top of the hill, the cross is within a circle kept. 
On top of the hill, the cross joins heaven. 
On top of the hill, Errislannan’s heart breaths. 
On top of the hill, I cry my departed soul. 
On top of the hill God has mercy on me. 
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Lament 
 
 

I won’t go back 
I won’t leave Ireland 

I will miss the rocky beach 
I will miss the tides of the ocean 

 
I won’t go back 

I won’t leave Saint Flannan’s Cemetery 
I will miss the water of the holy well 
I will miss the little church of Ireland 

 
I won’t go back 

I won’t leave my friends 
I will miss the horses, the cattle and the sheep 

I will miss the prairies of thy land 
 

I won’t go back 
I will be the keeper of the lighthouse 
I will die in the land of Saint Flannan 

I will stay for ever in Errislannan 
 

I won’t go back 
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Calling for the Saints 
 
 

I call Saint Mary, the virgin 
I call Saint Joseph, the father 

I call Saint Columba, the pioneer 
I call Saint Patrick, the protector 

I call Saint Flannan from Errislannan 
I call Saint Elizabeth, the sister 

I call Saint Fechin, the unknown 
I call Saint Brendan, the sailor 

I call Saint Macdara from Carraroe 
I call Saint Bridget, the Swede 
I call Saint Matthew, the man 

I call Saint John, the eagle 
I call Saint Luke, the ox 

I call Saint Peter with the key 
I call Saint Andrew, the scot 

I call Saint James with the seashell 
I call Saint Thomas, the incredulous 

I call Saint Michael, the soldier 
I call Saint Rose myself 

I call all the Saints for ever and ever 
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Michéal Macdonagh 
 

No one calls him Michael 
He appears as a secret soul 

Eldest son of the Macdonaghs 
Husband of a scholar maid 
A Celt for ages and ages 

Slim sportsman, shy gentleman 
Farming when summertime comes 

Gardening all the year long 
A son to his beloved mother 

An attentive father to his brood 
A pilgrim of saint Flannan once 

A knight fighting the dragon of Errislannan 
He came back as a father for the little ones 

A teacher of God’s children 
A professor of Irish soul 

In balance with an Irish man, a Celt 
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A land 
A man 

A cottage 
A wall 
A field 
A fence 
A lane 

A pebble 
A rock 
The sea 

The lighthouse 
The cloudy sky 
St Peter’s key 

God’s kingdom 
The father 
The son 

The Holy Ghost 
And beyond the emptiness 
Far away from Errislannan 
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Song of the willow 
 
 

Sad my heart 
Sad the weather 
Sad my friend 
Sad my mind 

 
Fragile my soul 

Fragile my dream 
Fragile my vision 
Fragile my faith 

 
Grey thy sky 
Grey my life 
Grey the cat 

Grey thy eyes 
 

Tears for us 
Tears for thee 
Tears for them 
Tears for me 
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Wind 
 
 

Wind 
You blow a candle 

Wind 
You scatter the leaves 

Wind 
You bring God’s breath 

Wind 
You bend the trees 

Wind 
You make the flowers sing 

Wind 
You make the ship sail 

Wind 
You sing the gospel of Jesus 

Wind 
You’ll bring me back to Errislannan 
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Grace O’ Grady 

 
 

 
A Celtic woman 
Amazing Grace 
A scholar maid 
A bright head 

A gracious land 
A hidden place 

A goddess of the ocean 
A kind mermaid 

A lovely lace 
A blessed human 
An open space 

A soul well made 
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I call for the West 
I call for the East 

I call for the North 
I call for the South 

 
I call for Ireland 

I call for Saint Flannan 
I call for Errislannan 

I call for thy holy land 
 

A will 
A dream 
A soul 
A flight 

 
Here lies an Antigona 
Here lies a rebel soul 

Here lies a foreign maid 
Here lies a fool of God 

 
I carry my cross 

The cross of humankind 
The circle within the circle 

The sword of zaïn 
The sword of truth 
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Rain 
 

A curtain of rain 
A bow of rain 

 
Rain watering thy land 

Rain pouring from God’s tears 
 

A curtain of rain 
A bow of rain 

 
Showers of nitrogen 
Showers of sulphur 

 
A curtain of rain 
A bow of rain 

 
Storm, anger of the sky 
Storm, soldier at war 

 
A curtain of rain 
A bow of rain 

 
Thunder like a revolution 

Thunder like the split of Ireland 
 

A curtain of rain 
A bow of rain 
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Hurricane like a devastated land 
Hurricane like the apocalypse 

 
A curtain of rain 
A bow of rain 

 
Flood when Noah was safe 

Flood as a sign of time 
 

A curtain of rain 
A bow of rain 

 
Rainbow after the deluge 

Saint Flannan is coming back 
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The red sailing ship 
 
I will sail away from Errislannan 
The wind will carry the smell of heathers; the wings 
of the ferns and the agitation of the reeds. 
 
I will sail away from Saint Flannan’s land 
The rain will slap my sorrow face; wash my heavy 
eyes and the despair in my heart. 
 
I will sail away from Ardmore’s Beach 
The rocks will be carved by my solitude, my 
loneliness and my stolen words. 
 
I will sail away from Boat Harbour 
The clouds will come upon me, the moon will rise 
above me and the sun will sink in my depth. 
 
I will sail away on the wings of a seagull at the end 
of all time reaching my birth’s country, missing the 
western land and the Northman.  
 
I will sail away for thy love, for thy liberty and for 
thy beauty as an opportunity to feel life flowing over 
me. 
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Turf’s fire 
 
 

Dark wet misty day 
Grey cloudy sky above the sea 

A day to be spent at home and enjoy a fire of turf 
 

Amazing tangerine flames 
Brown turf burning slowly 

Irish dancing flames so lively 
Grey and white ashes never tamed 

 
Dry wood enlightened as I feel tired 

Warmness keeping me safe 
An Irish tune coming out the fertile fire 

Time goes fast while I stand by the fireplace 
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Farewell 
 
 

“My soul is sorrowful to the point of death”  
 

Farewell thy land 
Farewell thy people 

 
Farewell Saint Flannan 
Farewell Errislannan 

 
“And I know that I am with you always, yes, to the 

end of time.” 
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